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F OUNDED in 2009, Rocket Bobs Cycle
Works has already built an
international following on the internet

and solidified its status as a top level custom
shop when one of its builds – Gas’d Rat – took
third place in the Freestyle class at the 2013
World Championship of Custom Bike
Building.

The place in the top five  at the Championship was
a major achievement for Pete Pearson, the man who
established and runs Rocket Bobs with his wife Lisa.
“Going to Essen for the World Championship was a
real game changer for us. It was mindblowing to see
the quality of some of the work on the bikes there.
You see that and it’s just so special, it really gets you
going and gives you so many new ideas. What I got
from Essen was that if you want to be taken seriously,
to become a known name like Roger Goldammer,
you have to go out and do some wild engineering.” 

Being able to achieve ‘some wild engineering’ is
not something that should prove to be much of

a problem for Pete. For as long as he can remember
he’s been surrounded by engines, as his father ran a
garage and owned numerous MGB GTs and E-Type
Jaguars, and it was in one of these that the young
Pete learnt to drive, sitting on his father’s lap. It was
a short while later that Pete first got the bike bug, as

he explains: “I first discovered motorbikes when I
was 10 or 11, and it was around that time when I
first found out what a Harley was. I walked in to a
room and saw one being talked about on TV, and
from that point they became a lifelong passion.” 

Motorcycles may have become a lifelong passion,
but it did not sit well with his father. At 16 years old
Pete convinced his father to lend him the money to

buy a Yamaha FS1E, but his father only agreed
because he considered it to be a moped, as it had
pedals as well as a 50cc two-stroke engine. Within a
few months Pete had paid his father back and traded
the FS1E in against a Yamaha RD250. This trade did
not go down well. “He didn’t speak to me for a long

I’m a Rocket Man

Pete Pearson spent many years racing Japanese motorcycles but, he had a fondness for
Harley-Davidsons dating back to his childhood. After taking a break from bikes he

purchased a Street Bob and with wife Lisa went on to launch Rocket Bobs Cycle Works,
a company combining the styling cues of Bobbers with his background in race bikes
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Voodoo Child helped to get Rocket Bobs started
when Pete parked it outside his local H-D dealership
- leading to the dealership manager commissioning
Pete to work on one of the shop’s bikes



time after that, and that was when I started racing.
I put a 400cc motor in it, raced it, blew it up, rebuilt
it and carried on like that.” 

R acing was put on the back burner for a while
when Pete went to university to study

Engineering Design. Despite being well qualified in
his chosen field after graduating, Pete did not follow
a regular career routine, rather he decided to carry
on racing and to fund his habit he took to dispatch
riding in London. He takes up the story of his exploits
during that time: “After university I got seriously
involved in racing bikes, fast Japanese production
class racers especially, but also track days, drag
racing, anything that allowed me to go as fast as I
possibly could. But in that race crowd telling
someone you liked Harleys was opening yourself up
to ridicule. 

“I was dispatching in London as a way of paying

for my racing habit. I did 10 winters, and every year
I’d say I’m not doing another winter. But in the
summer it was the best job in the world, basically
getting paid to unofficially race all day long. The
money was really good then as well. Two days work
was enough to be able to take the rest of the week
off. It was easy to earn £500 in a week, and that was
a lot of money back then, more than enough to pay
for a weekend’s racing.”

While dispatch-riding may have been well paid
it was also dangerous. After one too many of

Pete’s friends died in accidents related to either
dispatch riding or racing he decided it was time to
put motorcycles behind him. As he says: “I had to
take a break because I was constantly trying to go
faster and faster and forgetting the simple joy of
riding a motorbike for fun – what it’s really all
about.” He sold his bikes and embarked upon a
career in the IT industry. It was during this period
away from bikes when he met Lisa, who was to have
a significant impact on his life. Not only did Lisa
become Pete’s wife she also rekindled his interest in
riding. 

Pete’s return to motorcycling came about as a
direct result of him marrying Lisa. The wedding

venue was Las Vegas, and the couple chose to hire a
Harley-Davidson and get married at a ride-through
chapel. It was after the ceremony when Pete was
riding the Strip with Lisa as pillion that he had a
moment of clarity. 

“It was the best time I’ve ever had on a bike, riding
the Strip after marrying Lisa in Vegas. When I first
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Life-sized plans are being drawn up in
preparation to build a bike to take to the World
Championship of Custom Bike Building and then
on to Bonneville to race on the Salt Flats 
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Custom designs on timing covers are not just
limited to the Rocket Bobs logo

After 80 hours of work a combined one-piece
manifold, throttle body and velocity stack for a
Dyna project is still not finished

The Voodoo fender kits are one of Rocket Bobs’
best selling lines and have shipped across the world

The brass oil tank caps are a matching line for the
company’s range of gas tank filler caps

‘Bank Robber’ took a class win in a
London custom show affiliated to the
World Championship program, but Pete
could not take up the prize package of a
trip to Sturgis due to the growth of the
business, meaning he could not take the
time out to travel to the USA

The Gas Light fuel level sight gauges complete
the line of brass gas tank accessories available
from Rocket Bobs
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started riding, however young I was, it wasn’t about
the corners or doing wheelies or going as fast as
possible, it was just about riding, and that was
excitement enough. And I got that feeling again on
that Fat Boy in Vegas. I knew then what I wanted to
do, so I started to look at the scene. The Street Bob
had just been launched, and so I started to do my
homework. A year later I had built up a reputation
on US bike forums and I’d got myself a Street Bob,
too.”

T he forums that Pete was regularly posting on
included H-D Riders and Harley-Davidson

Owners, where he was talking about the ideas he
had for bikes and possible changes to them and then
parts he had started to fabricate for use on his own
bike with a view to eventually making the parts
available for sale. As is so often the way, it was not
long before a request for parts came Pete’s way and
the first Rocket Bobs product was sold. Despite being
based in the UK, the first official sales was to a
customer in New York, who ordered a Pintail seat
unit. The Pintail is a replacement seat unit that
removes the stock fender struts and converts Dyna
models to single seaters. That customer, Paul
Orlando, still has the Pintail seat unit and is now a
good friend of Pete’s who sources dual throat carbs
for him like the one used on Gas’d Rat. He has also
recently supplied Pete with two more dual throats
that Pete has plans for that include taking a bike to
Bonneville. 

It was not only the internet that was being used
to promote Rocket Bobs when the business was
getting started. Pete was also taking his own bike
out and showing it off. On one occasion he rode to
his local H-D dealer, Oxford Harley-Davidson, and
once there parked the bike up and left it with a stack
of business cards tucked under the seat for people
to help themselves. Unfortunately, no one took a

card, but the bike did get the attention of the
dealership’s manager who had a Rocker in store that
he was having trouble selling. After seeing Pete’s
bike, complete with Pintail and Voodoo fender kit
fitted, he asked Pete to take the Rocker away and see
what he could do with it to freshen it up and make
it more sellable. 

W hen Pete returned the bike it had a new seat
and rear fender, mini turn signals, Big Radius

exhausts and lowered suspension, all of which was
enough for it to sell almost immediately. So
impressed was the store manager with the results of
Pete’s work that he bought in another six Rockers
that he wanted Pete to work on. Unfortunately, as
soon as he had purchased the Rockers the manager
was let go and the potential custom program was
shelved. 

However, by this time Pete had already found
workshop space where he could undertake the work
on the Rockers. “Around that time I was doing a lot
of running, and I regularly used to run past a farm,
and one day I stopped and asked the farmer if I could
rent a corner of one of his barns as workshop space.
He let me use a corner of one of his barns rent free
for nearly three years. It was a great time, he never
charged me anything the whole time I was there.
Without him we wouldn’t be here. We effectively
started Rocket Bobs on a credit card in that barn.” 

Despite not having the six Rockers to rework,
Rocket Bobs soon found itself busy. Andy Hornsby,
the editor of UK consumer magazine American-V,
had seen the Rocker Pete had rebuilt at Oxford H-D
and subsequently featured it in the magazine with
the inevitable result that people started to take note
of Pete’s work. Pete is quick to point out how Andy
has continued to support him since then, stating:
“Whatever I did, Andy would feature in the
magazine. Whatever new parts I brought out Andy
would run editorial on them. He is one of those
people who has helped us out so much along over
time. We’ve been really lucky with the people we’ve
met along the way.”

T he help that Pete received from Andy included a
front cover shot of Pete’s own Dyna and rolling

test bed Voodoo Child. It was also this bike that led
Pete to the World Championship of Custom Bike
Building. By his own admission Pete didn’t at the
time know the Championship existed, as he simply
didn’t read custom bike magazines, mainly due to his
being more interested in performance than paint and

chrome. When a customer suggested he enter one
of the Championship’s affiliate events, the bike he
took to the London show was Voodoo Child. 

“I took my Street Bob, which I thought was
amazing, to the Alexandra Palace show but as soon
as I walked in I realized I need to up my game.
because the bike had an all matt finish it just blended
into the background. 

“Once I got back from that show I suddenly knew
what I wanted to do. My next build, Blackbird, went
to another affiliate show and took third in class, and
that was great. Then after that there was a really
quick build (Bank Robber), which was a class winner
at the Alexandra Palace show in 2012. That won
travel expenses for me to take it to the World
Championship in Sturgis.”

O ne of the effects of winning the Sturgis prize at
the London affiliate show was that suddenly the

demand for Rocket Bobs, parts and customer bike
builds suddenly and significantly increased, so much
so that Pete was unable to make the trip to Sturgis
as he was unwilling to take the time out from
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Rocket Bobs’ Shaved Nuts quickly and easily tidy
up the top of the fork legs on Dyna models

Pete Pearson, Rocket Bobs’ founder, with a custom
finished Voodoo rear fender due to ship to the USA

Lisa, Pete’s wife and business partner, is credited
with the design of the Zombi bars 

After posting a picture of a custom production
swingarm on Facebook, Pete immediately
received an order from Australia for one
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Plans for Gas’d Rat,
which took third place
in the Freestyle class

at the 2013 World
Championship, include
a rebuild and then a
European road trip
taking in the Faro

Rally in 2014



customer work needed to travel to the US to compete
in the World Championship.  
It was also the same year that Rocket Bobs Cycle

Works moved to its present location, having
outgrown the farmer’s barn and the small until it had
been based in for the previous year. Having been in
the current location for a little over 18 months, the
business once again needs more space and Pete and
Lisa are planning to add a mezzanine level inside the
unit to allow more space, which will be used to carry
a higher level of stock. 
The current situation with production parts is that

the company offers more lines than it shows on its
website, and there are more new options on the way.
Each new piece is designed and developed in house
by Pete and Lisa, and then, when they are satisfied
with the fit and finish, the CAD files are sent to a
local engineering company which handles the
production runs. By contracting the production out it
allows more time to concentrate on developing new
parts and also work on customers’ bike builds and
shop bikes. 

The development of new parts is something thatPete enjoys, but it is not without problems, as he
explains: “It’s easy to make a one-off part, but to
make a part that can be reproduced and then
packaged and sold is really difficult. Because that
production part is going to be fitted to someone
else’s bike, you have to cover every eventuality. Our
Voodoo fender kits should be really easy to fit, but
some of the feedback we get is from people asking
the most basic of questions. That is the problem, you
have to make everything as simple as possible.”
Having said that, Pete then went on to say that

the next part he would like to bring to production is
a fairing with a heavily Japanese influenced design,
and it is easy to imagine that the issue of making

that suitable for mass production and fitment to
numerous bikes will be extremely challenging.
However, it would seem that taking on near
impossible challenges are what drives Pete.
Following his success in Essen, Germany, at the

World Championship, he has already begun work on
his next ground-up build. His plan is to take the bike
to the 2014 World Championship, then take it to
Pendine Sands in Wales for a shakedown run at the
speed trial held on the beach there, before heading
over to the US to Bonneville to compete at the BUB
Speed Trials on the Salt Flats. 
Early plans for the new bike include a 167ci

methanol-burning motor with the barrels, pistons
and heads all being made in-house. While others go
to Bonneville to break records, Pete has other ideas:
“I’m not that bothered about getting a record, but if
I detonate the engine that’ll make me happy - to have
gotten a bike so finely tuned that it’s bound to
explode.” 

H aving the bike detonate its engine is not what
custom builders usually aspire to, but that is not

all Pete would like to achieve with the bike as he also
wants to place higher in the World Championship
than the third place he achieved with Gas’d Rat. 
The fact that Gas’d Rat placed so highly at the

World Championship has brought more publicity for
Rocket Bobs as the bike has been seen on numerous
sites on the internet, and it is an area that Pete has
always been keen on using. “Without the internet
Rocket Bobs simply wouldn’t have happened,” says
Pete, commenting on the impact modern technology
has had on his business. “Even before Facebook I
was on bike forums the whole time pushing the
business. On Facebook recently I found a picture of
a swingarm we make, but don’t advertise on the
website, and reposted it as a new picture on

Facebook and almost immediately had an order from
Australia for one. Without things like Facebook we
simply wouldn’t have that global reach. 

T he potential use of Facebook to capture newmarkets can clearly be seen in the sales of Rocket
Bobs’ parts internationally, with product shipping to
customers across Europe, and in Australia, UAE,
Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Brazil, Hawaii, Israel and
Panama. This is in addition to 75 percent of all of the
company output of parts that currently ships to the
USA. 
“I knew there was a gap in the market. Everyone

was doing Softails, but the Street Bob rides really
well, so I started developing parts for it and they
sold,” is how Pete sums up the ongoing and rapid
success of Rocket Bobs. He is then quick to add: “Lisa
has always run the business with me, we started it
together. I don’t know how she manages to help me
out with the builds and then takes care of the
accounts and the general running of the business
too. She helped to design the Zombi bars for instance
and was there helping me all through the build of
Gas’d Rat.”
While Pete continues to develop the ideas he has

for new parts, Lisa is steering the business towards
steady growth and has overseen an increase in
contracting out production of parts, allowing them
to reduce lead times on deliveries and start listing
parts in the Custom Chrome Europe catalog. 
Rocket Bobs has developed very quickly, but the

quality of its parts cannot be disputed when the
shop’s own bikes, built using these parts, continually
place highly in international competitions, and with
the input of Pete drawing on his racing experience
and Lisa’s steadying hand, the company’s continued
success should be a certainty. 

ROCKET BOBS CYCLE WORKS
Swindon, Wiltshire UK
Tel: +44 (0)7714 205576
info@rocketbobs.biz
www.rocketbobs.biz
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The Rocket Bobs turn signals match the
company’s headlight, and both feature a thick
body to allow them to be custom-machined if

alternative designs are requested The Rocket Bobs trophy collection is growing as rapidly as the shop’s reputation and product line 

Black Bird was Pete’s second personal custom build, and like
his other bikes, it too went on to be a show winner


